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Kassin Sabbagh Realty has been named one of the top ten retail brokerages in Manhattan by The
Real Deal Magazine for the past three years. This honor solidifies that we are an all-inclusive,
independent real estate firm dedicated to excellence and striving to provide the best all-around
service for our clients. This growth towards our current standing has been organic and natural as we
have forged ahead meeting the needs of the evolving market and industry. Kassin Sabbagh Realty
has quickly become a key player in the commercial real estate industry, with our primary focus being
leasing commercial retail and office space.
Our mission encompassed a commitment to helping our clients locate, secure and manage ideal
appropriate locations. We dedicate working with our clients to help them understand the
marketplace and its conditions, minimize occupancy costs, maximize the value of buildings viewed
and navigate through the legal and construction process associated with these steps as needed.
The dedication and diligence Kassin Sabbagh Realty embodies is exemplified by the landlord and
tenant relationships that have cultivated over the years.
As one of the fastest growing retail brokerages in the city, we currently employ over 75 brokers,
agents, consultants and market analysts, all similarly focused on the singular goal of developing a
trusted network of landlord and tenant relationships, amassing a large landlord representation
network including but not limited to Ashkenazy Acquisition Corp., Harbor Group International, Philips
International, Helm Management, Tristar Management, Klosed Properties, Hakimian Org., Zar
Property Group, and Jem Realty Management. Nothing says more about our strengths than the
testimonies of past and present clients.
At present, Kassin Sabbagh Realty is a fully integrated commercial real estate firm, focusing
primarily on the New York City market, with a secondary emphasis on other East Coast markets. In
addition to our core commercial brokerage business, we are actively engaged in real estate
acquisitions, investment sales and acquisitions, financing, debt advisory and placement, acquisitions
of distressed debt, property management, development and construction management. Throughout
our history, there has been an unwavering pursuit for excellence which we strive daily to surpass.
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